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Name: Nana Kwame Yamoah

Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 2.3. The ratio of the free energy required to form a nucleus on various types of grain boundary sites to that required to form a nucleus in the grain matrix, is plotted as a function of the contact angle parameter cos $\theta$. Source: Borquez, O.P., Investigations on diffusion-controlled transformations in creep resistant steels and graded cemented carbides, in der Fakultat fur Maschinenbau 2011, der Ruhr-Universitat Bochum.
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Based on the information you provided:

Factor 1

Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 2

Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 3

Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 4

Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in
favor of fair use